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Gain competitive intelligence using social media
This article is a continuation of the series in which I discuss devoted to company profiles is particularly useful and offers a
how lawyers can use social media to accomplish different goals wealth of information about a given company.
in support of their law practice. In Chapter 8 of our book, “Social
Company profile pages provide links to employee’s LinkedIn
Media for Lawyers: The Next Frontier,” my co-author, Carolyn profiles in addition to news about the company, recent hires and
Elefant, and I discuss one particularly useful goal: how social job openings within the company. Another useful feature of commedia can be used to gain competitive intelligence.
pany profile pages is that you can choose to “follow” a company
As we explain in our book, “competitive intelligence” is and then decide whether to receive notifications of: 1) new
defined
by
Wikipedia
(Source:
employee hires, departures and promotions, 2) new job
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Competitive_intelligence)
postings and 3) updates to the company’s LinkedIn proas “the action of defining, gathering, analyzing and disfile.
tributing intelligence about products, customers, comFinally, if your law firm has a blog, competitive intelpetitors and any aspect of the environment needed to
ligence can be gleaned from your blog’s analytics data.
support executives and managers in making strategic
Using either the analytics platform built in to your blog
decisions for an organization.”
or free outside tools such as Google Analytics
(http://www.google.com/analytics/), you can track and
In the past, acquiring competitive intelligence used
evaluate your blog’s Web traffic.
to be a costly proposition, but social media greatly simThe information that the analytics platform will proplifies the process, making it a cost effective and
vide includes traffic volume, traffic sources (i.e. referworthwhile endeavor.
ring sites), the geographic location of each visitor, and
One of the easiest ways to locate competitive intellithe search engine terms used to locate your site.
gence these days is via real-time search. In July 2009, By NICOLE
You can use the Web traffic data for a number of useBLACK
Wikipedia described the real-time Web as:
ful purposes, such as identifying promising practice
“[T]he concept of searching for and finding informa- Daily Record
areas based on the key words used to find your blog.
tion online as it is produced. Advancements in Web Columnist
You can also analyze referral sources to determine
search technology coupled with growing use of social
which
social
media distribution channels are paying off for you.
media enable online activities to be queried as they occur. A traFor
example,
if you find that very little blog traffic originates
ditional Web search crawls and indexes Web pages periodically,
from
Twitter,
then
perhaps the time you spend interacting on
returning results based on relevance to the search query. The
Twitter
could
be
put
to better use on a different social media site.
real time Web delivers the most popular topics recently disThese are just some of the ways that social media can be
cussed or posted by users. The content is often “soft” in that it is
based on the social Web — people’s opinions, attitudes, thoughts used to glean valuable competitive intelligence. In upcoming
weeks, I’ll share other goals that can be achieved using social
and interests — as opposed to hard news or facts.”
The social Web is constantly creating information and data media, ranging from showcasing your expertise and branding
about any topic you can imagine. Google and Bing search your law practice to locating information to support your pracengines now provide instantaneous access to information about tice areas.
Nicole Black is of counsel to Fiandach & Fiandach in
any topic or event as soon as it becomes available.
Lawyers can use real-time search to locate issues and trends Rochester. She co-authors the ABA book Social Media for
that affect their practice areas. Law firms can tweak their online Lawyers: the Next Frontier, co-authors Criminal Law in New
marketing efforts based on real-time search results. Litigators York, a West-Thomson treatise, and is currently writing a book
can track sentiment about a particular case or event and then tai- about cloud computing for lawyers that will be published by the
ABA in early 2011. She is the founder of lawtechTalk.com and
lor their litigation strategy accordingly.
Competitive intelligence can also be obtained from LinkedIn, speaks regularly at conferences regarding the intersection of law
a social media platform that can be an invaluable resource for and technology. She publishes four legal blogs and can be
attorneys who represent businesses. The section of LinkedIn reached at nblack@nicoleblackesq.com.
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